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About This Game

He's back! The American President is locked and loaded for his second term.
This time he must find the source of the ultimate evil corruption. And destroy it.

Better weapons, better graphics, better music, better everything!

Battle your way through the city streets of Chicago to the jungles of Africa fighting
terrorists, fascists, fake News media and evil globalists.

Get help from supporters and cabinet members like vice President Pence.
Equip new devastating weapons like the super shotgun and rocket launcher!

Defend yourself with the all new plasma shield.

Side scrolling action like never before. Jump, duck, dodge and blast your way through or use your smart phone and call in an air
strike!

But beware of the opposition as then will do anything to try and take you down.
This is it. The final battle of good vs evil is in your hands. Good luck.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: A nVidia or AMD graphics card with latest drivers

Storage: 686 MB available space
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My love, my soul. my childhood.
------------------------------------------
Legend never dies.
------------------------------------------
10\/10, best game in HoMM series, before HoMM 3.. I highly recommend this game. It is such a fun game if you just want to
chill with your friends or when just getting onto your computer. Overall this is a must in your steam library.. Bad graphics. But it
has actually really fun gameplay. But the reason i have not played this game longer is because i had a lot of lag. (No it was not
my internet connection).

But at the end of the day... this is a game that cost only 69 cents. So what can you expect :-). couldnt even launch waited 5min
for the review. It's a bit fun. What's the mother ♥♥♥♥en count? Good real good and it's a real good ♥♥♥♥en game also. This
game drops as many F-bombs as it does shell caseings and all I can do is sit back and laugh as I blow one foul mouthed punk
after the next.. Weird feeling gameplay.
. Awesome game when you have a few minutes leftover now and then.. This game is one of those where you can play through it
once and laugh at the jokes and get through the normal route of the game with minimal head scratching, but then go back for
secret areas which will take you a fair bit longer to find. I really like how it plays with platformer conventions, and with the
exception of one part which was kind of dev hell levels of unintuitive the game gave a nice sense of satisfaction after working
them out. I'd defo say buy it on a sale if you just wanna try it out, but if you're the type that likes level editors and the bonus
content thereof then it's well worth the full price.. This is an enjoyable little game with a novle concept

playing as the archer is fun, but i wish that the camera was zoomed above his head

and the animations arent all that good but im sure they should get better over time

not many people seen this game... yet, otherwise i couldnt find any servers with people playing

besides all of that, this game is fun, its in early access, needs work, but I see's potential in's it's
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i really like the game and i played all the over 2D games.

------------------------------------
suggestions
------------------------------------

airports:
brisbane airport BNE
changi airport singapore
gold coast airport OOL
nice airport
Tokyo airport
los angeles airport

a reason why i put all of these airports is because they i can see take off and landing difficulties within them
. NYESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS. I want to write a review for this game. I thought it was a very beautiful and enjoyable game.
I Did have some technical issues with a bug that makes the program fail when closing out of the game; but Other than that, It
was a cool game to play, introspective, and deeply thoughtful.
I liked the game because I have never Seen a game thats so heavily leans on Buhddism. This wasn't any slap in the face with
religion, but exposure to thinking and concepts of success in life, and how people ordinarily, behave and think. Its not like an
ordinary game that you go from point A to B.
It also has achievments that aren't terribly tough to get but the Journey is what I enjoy...I loved the themes presented, as well. It
has some very strikingly beautiful places to go to.

7\/10 for the bug, but Very Enjoyable.. This is game is baaaaaad!!!!
First off, the game has no button to quit from it. Secondly, the game is dead, there are no players, except from 3-4 people who
idle to get cards. Thirdly, the sniper category to play is broken, as your sniper rifle can shoot every 8-10 seconds, a bullet,
obviously. I don't know if the game has any bugs, since I didn't manage to play it. The maps seem interesting, especially for
Deathmatch, but it's vacancy in players is frustrating. I don't recommend buying the game, unless it's given away in some sort of
giveaway, then you can download it, idle for the cards and then uninstall it. Plus, the developers have given up on the game, it's
still in limbo development for a long time, so I don't think the game developers will be making any progress with this game..
This is one of those gather resources to keep the colony alive with some random story elements. There is no real direction and it
can go on infinitly. Its really a trippy solo player game, I like how your planet and the sun pulse to the awesome music. There are
lots of cool visuals to explore in every galaxy but they do get repetive.

This would be a fun game for kids to learn the periodic tables of elements symbols.. Well, it's... dumb, and... cute.
Different maps, different weapons and so full of these sweet creatures who want to kill you!
Buy it on sale.

Version 1.1:
The newest version 1.1 is now ready for download. Please uninstall older version first.
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